I.
Introduction:
The present paper discusses the compound noun structure in Manipuri formed with emphatic markers and reduplicated modifiers. Two different types of compound nouns formed with emphatic markers -emphatic markers appearing in initial and medial positions and compound nouns formed with reduplicated modifiers are discussed and analysed.
The present study is based on the structural analysis approach; a term used in linguistics referring to any approach to the analysis of language that pays explicit attention to the way in which linguistic features can best be described in terms of structure and system. Two types of compound noun structures are drawn and discussed as below: I.
Compound nouns formed with emphatic markers. II.
Compound nouns formed with reduplicated modifiers.
II. Compound nouns formed with emphatic markers:
In Compound nouns formed with emphatic markers, the following two types of structures are discussed.
2.1.
Compound nouns with emphatic marker appearing in the initial position:
Emphatic marker Indication (i) puŋ-~ pum-~puk-completeness/totality (ii) iSlightness Table 1 : Emphatic marker in initial position
The used of puŋ~pum~puk-:
The used of the emphatic marker puŋ~ pum ~puk-shows completeness or totality of the entity that is being involved.ŋ~m~k are said to be in free variation. For the convenience of analysis puŋ-is used.
The form of the compound noun is in the order emphatic marker + 1st stem + 2nd stem-NZR as in puŋ(EM) + haŋ 'empty' + haŋbə 'empty-NZR' >puŋhaŋhaŋbə which means 'extremely empty' 
Examples

The used of i-:
The used of the emphatic marker shows a kind of slightness of the entity that is being involved. Its form is in the order emphatic marker + 1st stem + 2nd stem-NZR as in i-(EM) + pət 'wither' + pətpə 'wither-NZR' >ipətpətpə which means 'kind of withered'. 
Examples:
i + cəm + cəmbə > icəmcəmbə EM
Compound nouns with emphatic markers appearing in the medial position:
The used of this type of emphatic markers shows the extremity of the entity that is being involved. Its form is in the order 1st stem + emphatic marker + 2nd stem-NZR. 
Emphatic marker Indication
-trik- Shows extremity -srok- -tru- -sək- -troŋ- -səŋ- -suk- -drəŋ- -droŋ-
The used of -trik-:
Its form is in the order 1st stem + emphatic marker + 2nd stem-NZR as in mən 'old' + trik(EM) + mənbə 'old-NZR' >məntrikmənbə which means 'extremely old'. 
Examples
III. Compound nouns formed with reduplicated modifiers:
The modifying words can only be used in their reduplicated forms along with the deverbal nouns. In this type of compounding, the reduplicated modifying words can only precede the words that it modifies.
3.1.
Compound nouns that describe the state or nature of the deverbal nouns they modify:
The form of the compound noun structure is in the order reduplicated modifier(RM) + deverbal noun(DN) as in lumbulumbu 'warmness'(RM) + sabə 'hot'(DN) >lumbulumbusabə 'lukewarm water'/'having a slight fever'.
Examples 
IV. Conclusion
This paper is essentially an exploratory analysis of the Compound Noun Structure in ManipuriEmphatic and Reduplicated forms. These preliminary findings will hopefully serve as a basis foradvancement of further studies. 
Abbreviations
